The Abyss Worksheet

1. How fast was the “The Thing” that was heading for the submarine group? +
2. What was the “WAKE” when a sub crew member said, “Were in it’s wake?” +
3. What is the Benthic Explorer? +
4. What is the “Actual Job” of the crew being recruited by the Nave rescue team? +
5. How long will LINDSEY and the NAVY SEAL TEAM have to stay in the pressure tank until they can be let out into the oil rig? +
6. What is the name of the submersible that “ONE-NITE” is in, when LINSEY said “HI”? 7. What did BUD pull out of the toilet, when his hand was blue? +
8. Why does BUD need FLATBED? (The reason why “everyone: is so upset, LT. COFFEE took off with FLATBED). +
9. Why be in a rush or upset to get unhooked? +
10. When the crane broke loose and started down to the “rig” it was tracked on sonar. Did the PING go slower or faster? Faster Slower Why? +
11. What did HIPPIE risk his life to save? +
12. Why did BUD “kiss” his wedding ring? +
13. What does HIPPIE say “N.T.I.’s” stands for? +
14. Does BUD believe LINDSEY about the “N.T.I.’s” +
15. What was under the COVER that makes LINSEY so upset? +
16. What “SPHINCTER FACTOR” was given to the whole thing by HIPPIE? +
17. What was the “VISITOR” made of? (When Lindsey tasted the liquid) +
18. When BUD says “What their whole technology is based on”, what is he referring to?
19. What did LT. COFFEE want to do to LINSEY, since he first met her?

20. Who came to the rescue, when everyone was locked up?

21. What submersible does LINSEY get into, in order to help BUD chase LT. COFFEE?

22. Is BUD with LINSEY when they first started chasing LT. COFFEE?

23. LT. COFFEE is a victim of what GAS LAW?

24. What is the only answer to the situation of the flooding of CAB-ONE?

25. After the E.K.G. machine is “CHARGING, CHARGING, CHARGING,” what word does ONE-NITE yell out?

26. What does MONK put in BUD’s eyes so he can focus in the breathing suit?

27. HIPPIE said, “little geek is rigged the same as big geek”, what is the ONLY thing BUD has to do?

28. Who does BUD want to call when he reached the “DEEPEST SUIT DIVE”?

29. What COLOR WIRE is BUD supposed to cut in order to disarm the bomb?

30. How much time is left on BUD’s oxygen gauge, after he disarms the bomb?

31. What does the message from BUD say?

32. What does LINDSY tell ONE-NITE?

33. LINSEY says, “WE SHOULD BE DEAD.” What didn’t they all do?

34. What was the function of the “ping” noise when the submarine was first tracking the aliens, and also when the crane had broken loose and was falling onto DEEP CORE.

35. Why did Jammer go into convulsions when his dive suit hits the wall?

36. Why did Lt. Coffee become mentally insane?

37. Why was the water so cold done at the Abyssal Zone?

38. How did the fluid breathing system work?

39. Is the oxygenated fluorocarbon emulsion breathing system possible? Explain your answer.
40. Why did the divers of all the submersibles sweat in 0 degrees water temperature?

41. Is the water-blob possible (the face of water)? Explain your answer.

42. Why did Lt. Coffee get crushed when he fell down the trench?

43. Why be so worried about a submarine fire, other than getting burned?

44. Why did Bud have to wear contacts in the fluid breathing suit?

45. Before zapping Lindsey back to life, why would they always say CLEAR?

46. Why can’t Bud talk while in the fluid-breathing suit?

47. What did the Navy Seal solider mean, when he said “We all breathe liquid oxygen for 9 months, your body will remember”?

48. Why could Bud dive down the trench when the submersible with Lt. Coffee was crushed?

49. What was the purpose of taking “Little Geek” (the submersible camera) when Bud went to disarm the bomb?

50. Why couldn’t Bud see any colors when cutting the wire to disarm the bomb?
51. What was the green stick that Bud held made of?

52. Why was it strange when the aliens brought Bud and the rig up so fast? "We should all be dead!" according to Lindsey.

53. How do you think Bud would have gotten back up to the submersible rig (Deep Core) if he could have?

54. How was it possible to move the whole Deep Core rig by one little submersible (flat bed)?

55. What are the 3 symptoms of decompression sickness?

56. Why, when the group first arrived at Deep Core did they have to stay in a pressurized tank for 8 hours?

57. How deep is the “DROP OFF TRENCH”?

58. What is a “wake” when a sub crew member said, “We’re in it’s wake”?

59. When the “BUOY” was launched what was it for?

60. Why did everyone look strange, when they said, “How fast was the “THE THING” was heading for the submarine? (130 KNOTS)

61. What was wrong with Jammer’s mixture?

62. How does SONAR work?